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Abstract
We study different profiles of the distribution of the top forward-backward
asymmetry, as a function of the invariant mass of the tt¯ pair. We show that they
can be reproduced by one or more light colour octets, while keeping moderate
departures of the tt¯ cross section and invariant mass distributions with respect
to the Standard Model predictions at Tevatron and LHC.
Since their discovery of the top quark [1, 2], the CDF and D0 collaborations at
the Fermilab Tevatron have analysed a large number of events with top-antitop pairs.
Interestingly, the measurements of both collaborations in the semileptonic [3–5] and
dileptonic [6] topologies consistently point to an excess in the forward-backward (FB)
asymmetry with respect to the Standard Model (SM) predictions [7–11]. Furthermore,
in Ref. [5], the CDF Collaboration has reported a nontrivial dependence of the FB
asymmetry on the invariant mass mtt¯ of the top-antitop pair in semileptonic events.
The following (tt¯ rest frame) values were found, at the parton level, in the low and
high invariant mass bins:
AFB,< = −0.116± 0.153 (mtt¯ < 450 GeV) ,
AFB,> = 0.475± 0.114 (mtt¯ > 450 GeV) , (1)
to be compared with the SM predictions ASM
FB,< = 0.040, A
SM
FB,> = 0.088 [12]. The
separation of the two bins at 450 GeV was chosen to maximise the expected sensitivity
at high mass, using as benchmark a heavy colour octet [13]. A more detailed mtt¯
distribution of the asymmetry was also provided, but only at the data level. In Fig. 1
we plot the data in that publication, subtracting the SM contribution which is small in
all cases. We can observe two clear features beyond the two values in Eq. (1): first, the
asymmetry in the last bin, mtt¯ > 700 GeV, is much lower than the one in the previous
one (actually, it is consistent with zero); second, there is a dip in the 550 − 600 GeV
bin. Even if, according to Ref. [5], the large statistical errors in the mtt¯ distribution
of the asymmetry do not allow any conclusion on the functional dependence, it is
quite intriguing that the asymmetries in the two independent samples with positive
and negative leptons behave in nearly opposite fashion, as is manifest in Fig. 11 of
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Figure 1: Dependence of the FB asymmetry on mtt¯, from Ref. [5].
that reference. That symmetric pattern suggests that the observed distribution is
not produced by statistical fluctuations. Furthermore, the full detector simulations
performed there to check scenarios with asymmetries beyond the SM indicate that the
detector acceptance effects on the asymmetry are largely independent of mtt¯. It is,
nevertheless, way too soon to ascribe this structure to new physics, until these results
are either confirmed or refuted by new analyses. In particular, the D0 collaboration
has not yet reported a mass-dependent analysis and, besides, the CDF Collaboration
has not given the distribution at the parton level. Therefore, it seems sensible at this
moment to keep an open mind about the real profile of the FB asymmetry.
It turns out that almost all the new physics models that have been proposed so far
predict roughly the same shape: a FB asymmetry that increases monotonically with
the invariant mass in the energy range probed by Tevatron. This behaviour agrees
qualitatively with the basic CDF results, although the mass dependence is milder (by
at least one sigma) than the one given by the central values in Eq. (1), see Ref. [14].
In this Letter we consider a scenario in which this situation changes dramatically.
We show that a variety of asymmetry profiles can be generated if the excess in the
asymmetry is produced by one or more new colour-octet vector fields exchanged in
the s channel, with masses between 300 and 1100 GeV. The presence of relatively
light s-channel particles is necessary to reproduce non-trivial profiles, and in this case
colour octets are required if we want to have interference between the new physics and
SM amplitudes. The only two possible SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y multiplets are [15]
vector fields Gµ in the (8, 1)0 representation, which we call “gluons” hereafter, and scalar
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fields Φ in the (8, 2)−1/2, which we will not use in this Letter. Of course, above the tt¯
threshold, we need to hide the resonances in the differential cross section. For this, we
can resort to large widths, as proposed in Ref. [16]. In that work, the large widths are
achieved by opening new decay channels of the gluons into additional new particles.
Here, we take a phenomenological approach and adjust the widths freely, since our
basic results (related to tt¯ production and not to other possible collider signals of
extra particles) are quite insensitive to the particular mechanism that makes the gluon
resonances broad. In any case, we will later discuss different options to enhance the
widths.
Generating the FB asymmetry with light particles in the s channel has an impor-
tant bonus [16, 17]. Most explanations of the FB asymmetry in terms of new physics
predict an increase of tt¯ production in the tail of the invariant mass distribution [15].
However, no such effect has been observed in the recent LHC data [18]. This leads to
strong constraints on the available parameter space of the different models [19]. If the
agreement with the SM persits with the increasing precision, even tighter bounds will
be imposed and some scenarios will be completely ruled out [14]. In this situation, it
is crucial to study models that do not enhance the tt¯ tail. Our light gluons have the
virtue of not producing large deviations in the cross section at energies far above their
masses, as we will show. Thus, they comply with these LHC constraints.
We will study the asymmetry produced by one, two or three light gluons Gi of
masses Mi. The subscript i indicates the specific gluon. The relevant interactions are
given by
Lint = −
∑
i
(
−gqi q¯Lγµ
λa
2
qL + g
q
i u¯Rγµ
λa
2
uR + g
q
i d¯Rγµ
λa
2
dR + g
t
i t¯Rγµ
λa
2
tR
)
Gµi , (2)
where qL = (u, d)
T is the light-quark doublet. The couplings to the light quarks are
chosen to be axial, so that the interference with the SM amplitude in the total cross
section vanishes. Having also axial couplings to the top quark would then maximise
the asymmetry, relative to the increase in the total cross section ∆σ. Still, we have
chosen chiral couplings to the right-handed top quark, in order to avoid problems from
flavour-changing neutral currents [20] and possibly Z → bb¯. This notwithstanding, we
will also show the results for a completely axial gluon in one particular example below.
The impact of each gluon Gi on the amplitude (and hence on the generated asym-
metry) is proportional to the product of couplings to light and top quarks, Xi = g
q
i g
t
i .
The widths of the gluons, on the other hand, depend on the separate couplings and
also on possible additional decay modes. For definiteness, we use for each gluon an
energy-dependent width with the same functional form as the one induced by the decay
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into right-handed tops, and an intensity controlled by an independent parameter ri,
such that MiΓi = riγs, with
γ =
1
48pi
(
1−
m2t
sˆ
)(
1− 4
m2t
s
) 1
2
θ(s− 4m2t ) , (3)
s being the partonic centre of mass energy. In the particular case when tt¯ is the
dominant decay channel, ri ≃ (gti)
2. In addition, for widths comparable to the mass
splittings, it is necessary to take into account the mixing of widths induced by the
common decay channels, see [21] and references therein. This involves inverting the
two-point function at the one-loop level. The amplitude is proportional to an “effective
propagator” P µν
eff
=
∑
i,j g
q
i g
t
j∆
µν
ij , where ∆
µν
ij is the Feynman propagator from a gluon
Gµi to a gluon G
ν
j . For three gluons, we find
P µν
eff
= ηµν
N
D
, (4)
with
N = X1(s−M
2
2 )(s−M
2
3 ) +X2(s−M1)
2(s−M23 ) +X3(s−M
2
1 )(s−M
2
2 ) ,
D = (s−M1)
2(s−M2
2
)(s−M2
3
) + iγs
[
r1(s−M
2
2
)(s−M2
3
)
+r2(s−M1)
2(s−M2
3
) + r3(s−M
2
1
)(s−M2
2
)
]
. (5)
We have just written the relevant part, proportional to the metric. The longitudinal
part can be neglected because of the small mass of the u and d quarks. In the case of
one or two gluons, the same formula is valid, just setting the Xi and ri of the non-active
gluons to zero. The cross sections and asymmetries are calculated incorporating the
matrix elements in the leading-order generator Protos [22].
We are ready to study explicit examples. We consider six benchmarks, designed
to give distinctively different asymmetry shapes. This should be sufficient to illustrate
the possibilities of our scenario. The first three models have only one gluon, the next
two contain two gluons, and the last one has three. The couplings, masses and width
parameters in all these models are collected in Table 1, together with their predictions
for the new physics contributions to the asymmetries in the low- and high-mass bins.
The coupling to the light quarks is constrained by dijet data at Tevatron [23] and
LHC [24]. We include in Table 1 the maximum gqi consistent with constraints, as well
as the corresponding minimum gti for the given values of Xi. Note that, because the
coupling to the top quark is larger than for light quarks, for gluon masses larger than
2mt a sizable branching ratio is invisible in dijet final states. Moreover, for the heavier
masses Mi = 870, 1050 GeV the gluons are rather wide, so that these dijet constraints
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are conservative and even larger couplings to the light quarks (and smaller couplings
to the top) would be allowed.1 In any case, the numbers presented in the table show
that the different asymmetry profiles can be reproduced with moderate couplings to
the top quark and an extra enhancement of the width by decays to other final states.
Model Mi Xi |g
q
i |max |g
t
i|min ri A
new
FB,< A
new
FB,>
P1 320 GeV 0.224 0.23 0.96 – 0.096 0.105
P2 1050 GeV -1.6 0.80 2.0 64 0.045 0.178
P3 870 GeV -1.2 0.57 2.1 100 0.052 0.180
P4
450 GeV
1050 GeV
0.0644
-1.84
0.20
0.83
0.33
2.2
16
64
-0.004 0.238
P5
450 GeV
870 GeV
0.0975
-1.3
0.21
0.59
0.46
2.2
25
100
-0.014 0.243
P6
450 GeV
570 GeV
870 GeV
0.105
-0.049
-1.4
0.22
0.17
0.60
0.49
0.28
2.3
25
25
100
-0.006 0.227
Table 1: Parameters used for the six models representative of the different profiles, and
new physics contributions to the asymmetries in the low- and high-mass bins.
We show in Fig. 2 the resulting distributions of the FB asymmetry as a function
of mtt¯. We see that, as promised, quite diverse mtt¯ profiles are generated. The corre-
sponding distributions of the total cross section are shown, together with the SM one,
in Fig. 3 for Tevatron and in Fig. 4 for LHC.
In all cases, we have adjusted the overall size of the couplings to give a new physics
contribution to the inclusive asymmetry Anew
FB
= 0.1, as resulting from the CDF mea-
surement. Minor details of the distributions, such as the sign of the asymmetry in the
first two bins, and the amount of the decrease in the last one, can be tailored by a
suitable choice of the masses and couplings of the gluons. In any case, the selected
examples are representative of typical behaviours. Let us comment in turn on the
specific features of each of the models.
Model P1 gives a flat asymmetry profile. To achieve this, we have extended the
SM with just one gluon of mass M = 320GeV, below but sufficiently far from the
tt¯ production threshold. The couplings of the top and the light quarks are chosen to
1For example, the analysis in Ref. [24] cuts on a window of 0.3M around the gluon mass, which is
narrower than the intrinsic width of the M = 870, 1050 GeV gluons, in order to obtain the limits.
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Figure 2: FB asymmetry in bins of tt¯ invariant mass.
have the same sign, so that X is positive and thus a positive asymmetry is generated
at mtt¯ greater than M .
2 This scenario has several advantages. First, because top
pairs cannot be produced resonantly, the quadratic new physics term never dominates,
and the cross section distribution follows precisely the one of the SM, as it can be
seen in Figs. 3 and 4. In particular, we do not need to enhance the width. Another
2This is also the case in the model of Ref. [25], which appeared as we were finishing the writing of
the present work. There, the top asymmetry is explained by a light axigluon of mass M ∼ 420 GeV
and universal couplings to all the quarks. The value of the mass is chosen to give a change of sign
in the asymmetry at the interference level, to mimic Eq. (1). At variance with our model P1, new
particles are required to dilute the resonance in the cross section.
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Figure 3: Invariant mass distribution at Tevatron for the SM (dashed lines) and the
six reference models(solid).
important feature is that the couplings can be rather weak, which renders the scenario
quite robust under future dijet and flavour constraints. Of course, a flat profile does
not agree with the results in Eq. (1), but by selecting lower masses M the asymmetry
can have a mild increase with mtt¯. And, as we have remarked above, these shapes still
need more statistics and independent confirmation from the D0 collaboration.
Model P2 gives an asymmetry profile that increases in all the Tevatron mtt¯ range.
For this, we use a relatively heavy gluon of mass M = 1050 GeV. Observe that, with
these parameters, the gluon produces an excess in the cross section at high invariant
masses that is in some tension with the Tevatron measurement [26], since the cross
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Figure 4: Invariant mass distribution at LHC for the SM (dashed lines) and the six
reference models (solid).
section at the last measured bin mtt¯ ≥ 800 GeV would be at 2σ from data. The
enhancement would also be visible at the LHC with increased precision, with a tail
σ(mtt¯ > 1 TeV) of 1.8 times the SM cross section. We note that this asymmetry shape,
which roughly agrees with Eq. (1), is similar to the one obtained in models with new
particles in the t and u channel or with heavy new physics. However, as we will see
below, the prediction for charge asymmetries at LHC are very different.
Model P3 produces a rising asymmetry that decreases above 700 GeV. The mass of
the gluon in this case is 870 GeV (similar to the one in Refs. [16,17]). The increase in
the cross section is small at Tevatron and very small at LHC, where the presence of
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the gluon would be invisible.
Model P4 gives a profile similar to the one in model P2, but with much smaller
asymmetries in the first two bins (negative in the second one), which improve the
agreement with Eq. (1). To achieve this, we add a new gluon to the one in model P2,
with mass M2 = 450 GeV and same-sign (smaller) light and top quark couplings to
decrease the asymmetry below 450 GeV. We have checked that the shape is similar to
the one in Ref. [25], with the difference that in our model the asymmetries in the first
two bins are small, while in the model of [25] the first bin has a large, negative asym-
metry. The cross section at high invariant masses is in tension with the measurements,
as in model P2, due to the high mass of the heavier gluon M1 = 1050 GeV.
Model P5 is similar to model P3, but with small asymmetry in the first two bins,
negative in the second one. It contains the same gluon of model P3 plus a lighter
one with M2 = 450 GeV, with same-sign quark couplings, which allows for a better
agreement with Eq. (1). The departures in the cross section are quite small, both for
Tevatron and LHC.
Model P6 produces a camel-like profile that resembles the one in Fig. 1. To accom-
plish this, we need three gluons. The first two have masses as in model P5, while the
fourth one is located in between, at M3 = 570 GeV. While the shape of the asymmetry
is interesting, too large an excess is produced in the cross section at Tevatron. For
these reasons, we have also studied model P′
6
(red solid lines), in which the couplings
of the three gluons are axial for both the light and the top quark. In this case, the
couplings to the top quark are divided by two to have similar widths as in model P6
(ri = 100, 29, 26 for Mi = 870, 450, 570 GeV, respectively), and the couplings to
light quarks are slightly adjusted (Xi = −0.65, 0.049, −0.023) to keep an inclusive
asymmetry Anew
FB
= 0.1. Then, the cross section is reduced relative to the asymmetry,
and it deviates little from the SM one, both at Tevatron and LHC. Notice that the
shapes differ slightly because the widths are not exactly equal in the axial case. On the
other hand, axigluons that couple in a non-universal way may induce flavour changing
neutral currents, and are thus subject to additional constraints. As we discuss below,
they are satisfied by the axigluons in model P′6. Let us also point out that this setup
with several overlapping broad resonances in the same channel is reminiscent of un-
particle physics [27], as discussed in Ref. [28]. However, usual unparticle theories (see
Ref. [29] for an application to the top asymmetry) do not give couplings with different
sign at different energies.
All our benchmarks except P1 require large widths, especially for the heaviest gluon
G1. The simplest way to generate them is to use the top quark itself, and enhance its
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contribution by choosing large couplings gti . For instance, if g
t
1 is between 8 and 10, the
necessary r1 from 64 to 100 is generated. A large hierarchy g
t
i ≫ g
q
i is natural in models
with extra dimensions [17,30–32], and an extra advantage of large top couplings is that
the couplings to the light quarks can be small, thus evading limits from measurements
of dijet cross sections. However, such strong couplings would give rise to important
radiative corrections to our tree-level results, and could even drive the theory into the
nonperturbative regime. Therefore, a different mechanism may be required. Let us
briefly comment on some alternatives. First, we can just turn on a coupling to the
right-handed b quark to open a new decay mode. Flavour changing neutral currents
can be avoided by a convenient alignment of the right-handed quarks. On the other
hand, too large a b coupling would give rise to an excess of bb¯ dijets. Second, we can
consider completely axial gluons, as in model P′6, to improve the A
new
FB
/∆σ ratio, so
that effects on the invariant mass distribution are less significant and smaller widths
are needed. Axigluons also help to generate larger widths, as the tR,L, bR,L channels
are open (see also the recent Ref. [33]). An important problem is, however, that in this
case there are unavoidable flavour bounds from a combination of data in neutral B,
K and D meson mixing [20]. This prevents the coupling to the t and b quarks from
being too large. In the case of our axial model P′
6
, for instance, we can neglect the
contribution of the two lighter gluons, which have small |gti − g
q
i |. Then, these flavour
limits require that the couplings of the heavier gluon fulfill |gt
1
− gq
1
| . 6.4. Choosing
for example gt1 = 5, g
q
1 = −0.13, we comply with both flavour and dijet constraints,
3
and we get the required X1 = −0.65 and r1 = 100. Note also that the virtual effects
of the axigluons on the Zb¯b coupling are proportional to m2b and can be neglected [34].
Finally, we can invoke additional new particles to increase the width, as in the stealth
gluon proposal in Ref. [16] (see also Refs. [20, 25, 35]). The corresponding limits and
signals depend on the specific scenario. Let us just point out, in this regard, that it
is possible that the new particles lie between two of our gluons, with the consequence
that only the width of the heavier gluon would be increased. One could even conceive
a scenario in which the heavier gluons decay into the lighter ones.
Finally, it is interesting, in view of the upcoming measurements of charge asymme-
tries at LHC, that this scenario with light gluons leads to predictions that are strikingly
different from the ones in simple models [14] when the events with large tt¯ invariant
mass are selected. To show this, we plot in Fig. 5 the charge asymmetry Anew
C
predicted
by our benchmarks for events with mtt¯ larger than a varying cutoff m
min
tt¯ . We use the
3For this model we have |gqi |max = 0.59, 0.22, 0.17 from dijet constraints, implying |g
t
i |min =
1.1, 0.23, 0.13.
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Figure 5: New physics contributions to the charge asymmetry at LHC in the different
models as a function of the lower cut mmintt¯ .
following definition of the charge asymmetry:
AC =
N(∆ > 0)−N(∆ < 0)
N(∆ > 0) +N(∆ < 0)
, (6)
with ∆ = |ηt| − |ηt¯|, as used by the CMS Collaboration [36]. Here, η stand for the
pseudo-rapidities in the laboratory frame, and N for the number of tt¯ events. (Using
the rapidity difference ∆ = |yt| − |yt¯| leads to the same numerical asymmetry, as it is
also the case for a FB asymmetry defined by taking the forward direction as the one of
the longitudinal boost of the tt¯ system [37]). For comparison, we also include in Fig. 5
the prediction for a very heavy axigluon, described by four-fermion (4F) operators,
with C/Λ2 = 0.66 TeV−2 [19]. We see that the heavy gluon predicts a positive charge
asymmetry that increases with mmintt¯ . In contrast, models P3,5,6 (P2,4) predict a charge
asymmetry that becomes negative at mmintt¯ ≈ 700 (900) GeV. Model P1 lies roughly in
the middle, and gives a small positive charge asymmetry for all values of mmintt¯ .
To conclude, we have shown how models with one or more light gluons can give
rise to different shapes for the mtt¯ distribution of the FB asymmetry. In particular,
these models can reproduce different features of the CDF data in Ref. [5], including
the camel-like profile in Fig. 1. In general, the gluons must have large widths in order
not to distort too much the mtt¯ distributions of the cross sections at Tevatron and
LHC. We have discussed different mechanisms that can give rise to widths of that size.
To decide which mechanisms are viable, a more detailed analysis of the constraints is
necessary, but this is beyond the scope of the present work. We have also shown the
11
predictions of these models for the charge asymmetry at LHC. In addition, we have
proposed a model with a gluon with mass below the tt¯ threshold, and the same signs for
the top and light quark couplings. This model does not alter the SM tt¯ cross sections
and distributions. On the other hand, it predicts a flat profile (or smoothly increasing
with mtt¯, for lower gluon masses) for both the FB and charge asymmetries. Some of
the profiles we have shown are disfavoured by the mass-dependent findings of the CDF
Collaboration [5]. However, we still have to see what the D0 and LHC experiments
have to say about the mass dependence of the FB asymmetry.
Note added. After the submission of this Letter the new measurement by the D0
Collaboration was made public [38]. An unfolded measurement of the mass dependence
has not yet been presented. At the reconstruction level, the asymmetry does not exhibit
a statistically significant enhancement at high invariant masses. This mild dependence
would correspond to the profile P1 in our classification, achievable with a light gluon
before the tt¯ threshold. This profile is also in agreement with the mass-dependence (at
the reconstructed level) in the new CMS measurements [39]. The rest of models, with
a growing asymmetry as corresponds to the CDF result [5], are disfavoured by those
other two measurements.
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